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About Aquity Healthcare

In November 2021, Dr. Vishal Gupta and Dr. Akansha Gupta launched 

AQUITY Healthcare, which offers pathology, microbiology, 

ophthalmology, advanced cataract procedures, and retina services. 

They deal and administer a variety of tests, and they use the most up-

to-date technology and equipment to serve all of their patients. 

Patients can expect the highest level of services in a stress-free 

environment with the  significant experience and competence of the 

staff.

Business
Healthcare

Website : 
https://www.aquityhealthcare.com

City :
Lucknow, UP

Business problems

As pathology lab owners, the major challenge they faced were of 

storing information such as Lab testing pricing, patient information, the 

billing process, report delivery date, and many other issues. They also 

tried various software but running a health service required them to 

select a perfect software with all features and at an affordable price 

with little technical knowledge.


“We were looking for software that requires less technical knowledge  and should 

have all the features in less cost, and saves time of managing information”


- Dr.Vishal Gupta

Business Solution

Lab smart is a one-stop solution for all the Pathology Labs

 Saves time of doing paperwork

 Medium and Small labs can afford the software

 Multiple features offered like Storing patient information, Email and 

SMS delivery of reports 

 Less technical knowledge is required and Lab assistants can easily 

use it

 Easily able to manage multiple patients

Business Benefits

Aquity Healthcare started using LabSmart software for improving their 

services to patients and doing work more efficiently. The benefits they 

felt by using LabSmart software were.

 The Labsmart Software has an easy UI 

 All key features like storing information, delivering reports, easy 

billing, Report PDF with Letterhead

 Web-based software can access from anywhere

 Zero bugs and lags in the software

 Very good technical support and is very affordable to use

We got to know lab smart online through google search, its best feature is to 

deliver reports by SMS and Email with a single click and is a cost-effective 

software


- Dr.Vishal Gupta

LabSmart Healthcare Technologies
Website: https://www.labsmartlis.com/


